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ABSTRACT: The bimolecular gas-phase reaction of the methylidyne radical (CH; X2Π)
with 1,2-butadiene (CH2CCHCH3; X

1A′) was investigated at a collision energy of 20.6 kJ
mol−1 under single collision conditions. Combining our laboratory data with high-level
electronic structure calculations, we reveal that this bimolecular reaction proceeds through
the barrierless addition of the methylidyne radical to the carbon−carbon double bonds of
1,2-butadiene leading to doublet C5H7 intermediates. These collision adducts undergo a
nonstatistical unimolecular decomposition through atomic hydrogen elimination to at least
the cyclic 1-vinyl-cyclopropene (p5/p26), 1-methyl-3-methylenecyclopropene (p28), and
1,2-bis(methylene)cyclopropane (p29) in overall exoergic reactions. The barrierless nature
of this bimolecular reaction suggests that these cyclic C5H6 isomers might be viable targets
to be searched for in cold molecular clouds like TMC-1.

1. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the formation mechanisms of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) has attracted interest from the
combustion science and astrochemistry communities predom-
inantly due to the crucial role of PAH-like species in
combustion processes and in the interstellar medium
(ISM).1−7 In deep space, spectroscopic features of PAH-
related species such as cations, (de)hydrogenated PAHs,
anions, nitrogen-substituted PAHs, and possibly protonated
counterparts have been inferred in the ultraviolet (200−400
nm) and the infrared (3−20 mm) regions via the diffuse
interstellar bands (DIBs) and unidentified infrared (UIRs)
bands.2,8 These spectroscopic searches propose that PAHs
along with their derivatives may contribute up to 20% to the
interstellar carbon budget; furthermore, PAH-like species are
considered as key precursors leading eventually to the synthesis
of carbonaceous nanoparticles (“interstellar dust”).9 In
terrestrial environments, PAHs are considered as toxic
byproducts in the incomplete combustion of fossil fuel, coals,
and biomass. This causes air and marine pollution eventually
resulting in carcinogenic, mutagenic, and teratogenic ef-
fects.10−12 Therefore, the exploration of the fundamental
reaction pathways leading to a synthesis of PAHs and their
precursors in extreme environments is important to better
understand the carbon chemistry in terrestrial environments
and deep space such as cold molecular clouds like TMC-113

and the dying carbon stars like IRC+10216.14−23

Resonantly stabilized free radicals (RSFRs) such as
propargyl (HCCCH2), 1,3-butadienyl (i-C4H5), and cyclo-
pentadienyl (c-C5H5) have been hypothesized to promote
PAH formation in high temperature combustion flames of
typically 1200−1500 K.24−26 Considering the cyclopentadienyl
(c-C5H5) radical, extensive experimental and kinetic modeling
studies reveal that the reactions of c-C5H5 with methyl (CH3),
acetylene (C2H2), propargyl (HCCCH2), and c-C5H5 radical
could lead to benzene (C6H6), the tropyl radical (c-C7H7),
styrene (C8H8), and naphthalene (C10H8), respectively.

27−36

This interest resulted in the exploration of the reaction of the c-
C5H5 radical with methyl (CH3) computationally on the C6H8

potential energy surface (PES) utilizing quantum chemical
BAC-MP4 and BAC-MP2 methods27 as well as the ab initio
G2M(rcc,MP2) and B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) levels of theory by
Moskaleva et al.28 These studies proposed that the
methylcyclopentadiene intermediate (C5H5CH3) might be
formed via addition of the methyl (CH3) radical to the ring
system eventually followed by two consecutive atomic
hydrogen eliminations to form fulvene, which then undergoes
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hydrogen atom-assisted isomerization to benzene (C6H6).
27,28

Fascella et al. proposed that a rapid reaction pathway may
proceed between c-C5H5 and acetylene (C2H2) leading to the
tropyl radical (c-C7H7);

29 the existence of this radical was
confirmed in time- and isomer-resolved experiments in the
acetylene - c-C5H5 system below 1000 K.30 Indene (C9H8)
along with atomic hydrogen might be formed in a successive
reaction of the tropyl radical (c-C7H7) with acetylene
(C2H2).

29 Sharma and co-workers developed a chemical
kinetics model for the hexadiene-doped methane flames and
explored the C8H8 PES using quantum chemistry (CBS-QB3)
calculations considering the recombination of c-C5H5 and
propargyl (HCCCH2) leading to styrene (C8H8).

31 The
simplest PAHnaphthalene (C10H8)was proposed to be
synthesized through the self-recombination of c-C5H5 radicals
in hydrocarbon flames along with hydrogen atom shifts and
two successive hydrogen losses.32−36

However, until now, the formation pathway(s) to cyclo-
pentadiene (c-C5H6)a potential precursor to the cyclo-
pentadienyl radical (c-C5H5)together with its structural
isomers in combustion flames has not been fully explored
(Scheme 1). These C5H6 isomers can be classified as (i)
isomers carrying a three-membered ring (A−F), (ii) acyclic
isomers (G, H, I, K), (iii) four-membered ring isomers (J), and
(iv) cyclic isomers with a five-membered ring (L). The
chemistry of cyclopropene derivatives (A−F) has drawn
substantial interest considering the high ring strain energy of
222 kJ mol−1.37,38 1-Vinylcyclopropene (C, E) is extremely
reactive, even at 195 K; this molecule was first synthesized via
dehydrochlorination of chlorovinylcyclopropane.39 Bolch and
co-workers isolated 1,2-bis(methylene)cyclopropane (F)
through gas chromatography.40 Hansen et al. performed a

systematic investigation of the nature of C5Hx species in rich
flames fueled by allene (H2CCCH2), propyne (CH3CCH),
cyclopentene ((CH2)3(CH)2), and benzene (C6H6).

41 The
most stable C5H6 isomer cyclopentadiene (L) was confirmed
to be the dominating C5H6 isomer; the four-membered cyclic
isomer 3-methylenecyclobut-1-ene (J) could not be detected.41

Besides hydrocarbon flames, C5H6 isomers can also be formed
in bimolecular reactions.42−44 Li et al. computed the C5H7 PES
exploiting the hybrid density functional B3LYP/CBSB7 level
of theory via the reaction of the ethynyl (C2H) radical with
propene (C3H6).

42 Formation of the atomic hydrogen
emission product, 2-methyl-1-buten-3-yne (H), was initiated
through an ethynyl (C2H) addition to the carbon−carbon
double bond of propene (C3H6).

42 At higher temperature and
collision energies, 3-penten-1-yne (I) + H and 4-penten-1-yne
(G) + H are likely products.42 Crossed molecular beams
studies of the 1-propynyl radical (H3CCC) with ethylene
(C2H4) revealed the barrierless gas-phase synthesis of distinct
C5H6 isomers.43 The 1-propynyl radical (H3CCC) was found
to add barrierless to the double bond of ethylene (C2H4)
leading to a long-lived C5H7 complex(es) ultimately forming 1-
penten-3-yne (K) along with the atomic hydrogen solely from
the ethylene reactant.43 Furthermore, the methylidyne radical
(CH) plus 1,3-butadiene (CH2CHCHCH2) reaction was
initiated by addition of the CH radical to one of the terminal
carbon atom and/or carbon−carbon double bond of 1,3-
butadiene without entrance barrier; this reaction resulted in
the preparation of three-membered ring products cis- and
trans-3-vinyl-cyclopropene (A, B).44 However, none of these
isomers could have been identified in the interstellar medium
so far due to the low dipole moments. Tagging these C5H6
hydrocarbons with cyano groups leads to organics with

Scheme 1. Geometries of Selected C5H6 Isomers along with Their Point Groups and Energies (kJ mol−1) Relative to the
Lowest Energy Isomer Cyclopentadienea

aIsomers detected under single collision conditions in crossed molecular beam experiments are denoted in bold.
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significant dipole moments of at least 3 D.45 This approach has
been carried out successfully through the detection of
cyanoallene (from allene) and cyanobenzene (from benzene)
formed via the barrier-less neutral−neutral reactions of the
cyano radical with the corresponding hydrocarbons in the cold
molecular cloud TMC-1.45−50

Considering that the aforementioned studies on the
formation of distinct C5H6 isomers were dominated by kinetic
modeling and ab initio calculation, it is obvious that reaction
dynamics studies under single collision conditions are desirable
to elucidate the preparation and reaction channels leading to
C5H6 isomers. Here, we report the results of the bimolecular
reactions of the methylidyne radical (CH) with 1,2-butadiene
(CH2CCHCH3). By merging the experimental data with
electronic structure calculations on the C5H6 and C5H7 PES,
we propose that 1-vinyl-cyclopropene, 1-methyl-3-methylene-
cyclopropene, and 1,2-bis(methylene)cyclopropane along with
atomic hydrogen are formed via entrance-barrierless, complex
forming elementary reactions under single collision conditions.
These experimental conditions exclude successive reactions
and in particular hydrogen-assisted isomerization processes
that would alter the initial reaction products.51−53

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL
METHODS

2.1. Experimental Methods. The methylidyne (CH;
X2Π) radical reaction with 1,2-butadiene (CH2CCHCH3;
X1A′) was conducted under single collision conditions using a
crossed molecular beams machine at the University of
Hawaii.54 In the primary source chamber, the pulsed
methylidyne molecular beam was formed via photodissociation
(COMPex 110, Coherent, Inc.; 248 nm; 30 Hz) of bromoform
(CHBr3, Aldrich Chemistry, ≥99%) seeded in helium
(99.9999%; AirGas) at fractions of 0.12% at a backing pressure
of 2.2 atm.20,55 The methylidyne beam passed a skimmer and
was velocity selected by a four-slot chopper wheel yielding a
peak velocity vp of 1827 ± 15 m s−1 and speed ratio S of 12.0 ±
1.2. The rotational temperature of the methylidyne radicals
were determined to be 14 ± 1 K via laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF).56 The pulsed (60 Hz) supersonic beam of the 1,2-
butadiene reactant was generated in the secondary source
chamber with vp of 777 ± 12 m s−1 and S of 9.5 ± 0.3; the 1,2-
butadiene molecular beam crossed perpendicularly with the
CH radical beam at a collision energy EC of 20.6 ± 0.4 kJ
mol−1 and a center of mass (CM) angle ΘCM of 60.5 ± 0.3°.
Each supersonic beam was produced via a piezoelectric pulse
valve, which was operated at a repetition rate of 60 Hz, a pulse
width of 80 μs, and a peak voltage of −400 V. The secondary
pulsed valve was triggered 90 μs prior to the primary pulsed
valve to account for the distinct velocities and nozzle-to-
skimmer distances thus allowing the best overlap and hence
highest reactive scattering signal of the methylidyne radicals
with 1,2-butadiene. Peak velocities and speed ratios for the
reactants along with the corresponding collision energies and
center-of-mass angles are summarized in Table 1.

The detector consists of a Brink-type ionizer,57 a quadrupole
mass spectrometer (QMS), and a Daly type ion counter58

housed within a triply differentially pumped chamber reaching
an ultimate pressure of 6 × 10−12 Torr. This assembly is
rotatable in the plane defined by both supersonic beams. The
neutral reaction products entering the detector are ionized via
electron impact ionization (80 eV, 2 mA),57 then filtered
according to their mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) through a QMS
(Extrel; QC 150) operated with a 2.1 MHz oscillator, and
ultimately detected by a Daly type ion counter.58 Time-of-
flight (TOF) spectra were recorded at laboratory (LAB) angles
in the range of 0° ≤ Θ ≤ 69° with respect to the methylidyne
beam (Θ = 0°). For the data analysis, the TOF spectra were
integrated and normalized to obtain the product angular
distribution in the LAB frame. A forward-convolution routine
was used to fit the laboratory data; this procedure represents
an iterative method exploiting a user-defined center-of-mass
(CM) translational energy P(ET) and angular T(θ) flux
distributions; the T(θ) is defined as a sum of up to five
Legendre polynomials, whereas a user defined translational
energy distribution P(ET) can be defined by four input
parameters.59,60 These functions are varied iteratively until best
fits of the TOF data and angular distribution are achieved.61,62

These functions define the reactive differential cross section
I(u, θ) ∼ P(u) × T(θ) with the center-of-mass velocity
u.59,60,63−65 The error ranges of the P(ET) and T(θ) functions
are determined within 1σ limits of the errors in the
corresponding laboratory angular distribution, velocity spreads,
and beam velocities, while maintaining a good fit of the
laboratory TOF spectra.

2.2. Computational Methods. Geometries of various
species on the C5H7 potential energy surface (PES) accessed
by the CH + 1,2-butadiene reaction were optimized employing
the B3LYP exchange correlation functional within density
functional theory66,67 and using the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.
Then, vibrational frequencies for all optimized structures were
calculated at the same B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory.
The frequencies were utilized to characterize these structures
as local minima or transition states, to evaluate zero-point
vibrational energy corrections (ZPE), and in rate constant
calculations. Single-point energies for each optimized structure
were rectified using the explicitly correlated coupled clusters
method with single and double excitations with perturbative
treatment of triple excitations, CCSD(T)-F12,68,69 using
correlation-consistent Dunning’s cc-pVTZ-f12 basis set.70,71

The anticipated accuracy of the CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVTZ-
f12//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) + ZPE(B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)) re-
sults is typically within 4 kJ mol−1 or better.72 The electronic
structure calculations employed the GAUSSIAN 0973 and
MOLPRO 201070 quantum chemistry software codes. Energy-
dependent rate constants for the variety of unimolecular
reactions occurring on the C5H7 surface after the initial
bimolecular association step were evaluated within Rice−
Ramsperger−Kassel−Marcus (RRKM) theory.74−76 The in-
ternal energy dependent version of the RRKM approach was
utilized within the harmonic approximation using our own

Table 1. Peak Velocities (vp) and Speed Ratios (S) of the Methylidyne (CH) Radical, and 1,2-Butadiene (CH2CCHCH3) along
with the Corresponding Collision Energy (EC) and Center-of-Mass Angle (ΘCM) for the CH + 1,2-Butadiene Reaction

beam vp (m s−1) S EC (kJ mol−1) ΘCM (deg)

CH (X2Π) 1827 ± 15 12.0 ± 1.2
CH2CCHCH3 (X

1A′) 777 ± 12 9.5 ± 0.3 20.6 ± 0.4 60.5 ± 0.3
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code Unimol77 for multiwell and multichannel unimolecular
reactions taking place under single-collision conditions.78 In
this case, the available internal energy is taken as the sum of
the collision and chemical activation energies. The calculations
take into account only one energy level because no collisional
activation/deactivation can occur in crossed molecular beams.
Finally, RRKM rate constants are used in product branching
ratios calculations within steady-state approximation.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Laboratory Frame. The reactive scattering signal for

the reaction of the methylidyne radical (CH; X2Π)) with 1,2-
butadiene (CH3CHCCH2; X1A′) was scanned at mass to
charge ratios (m/z) of 67, 66, and 65. These TOF spectra were
found to be superimposable after scaling, indicating that ion
counts at m/z = 67, 66, and 65 originate from the same
reaction channel, i.e., the formation of C5H6 isomers via the
reaction CH (13 amu) + C4H6 (54 amu) → C5H6 (66 amu) +
H (1 amu). Ion counts at m/z = 65 (C5H5

+) could be
connected to dissociative electron impact ionization of the m/z
= 66 (C5H6

+) parent product(s); the signal at m/z = 67
(13CC4H6

+) arose from the natural abundance of carbon atom
isotopes leading to 13CC4H6 with the signal accumulated at a
level of 5 ± 3%. Since the ion counts of the parent ion m/z =
66 (C5H6

+) were collected only at a level of 19 ± 3%
compared to the fragment ion m/z = 65 (C5H5

+), the TOF
spectra were acquired at the best signal-to-noise ratio at m/z =
65 (C5H5

+). The resulting TOFs were then normalized with
respect to the center-of-mass angle and integrated to yield the
laboratory angular distribution (LAD; Figure 1); this
distribution is nearly symmetric around ΘCM and spans the
angular range from 40.25° to 67.75° in the laboratory frame.
This result indicates that the reaction of the methylidyne
radical with 1,2-butadiene likely proceeds via indirect
scattering dynamics through C5H7 reaction intermediate(s)
ultimately dissociating to C5H6 by emitting atomic hydrogen.
The CH3/C2H3/C3H3/C3H5 loss channels, which form C4H4/
C3H4/C2H4/C2H2, products cannot be probed in the present
experiment due to the background counts of CH3

+, C2H2
+,

C2H3
+, C2H4

+, C3H3
+, C3H4

+, C3H5
+, and C4H4

+ species
stemming from dissociative electron impact ionization of the
1,2-butadiene reactant.
3.2. Center-of-Mass Frame. For the CH + 1,2-butadiene

reaction, the TOF spectra and LAD (Figure 1) can be fit via a
single reaction channel CH (13 amu) + C4H6 (54 amu) →
C5H6 (66 amu) + H (1 amu). The resulting CM translational
energy P(ET) and angular T(θ) flux distributions are shown in
Figure 2. The hatched areas of the P(ET) and T(θ) represent
the error limits determined within the 1σ error limits of the
LAD. The maximum energy Emax of the CM translational
energy distribution P(ET) (Figure 2), the collision energy (EC),
and the reaction energy (ΔrG) are connected via Emax = EC −
ΔrG for those molecules born without internal excitation on
the basis of the principle of conservation of energy. The P(ET)
has a maximum energy cutoff of 211 ± 21 kJ mol−1 suggests a
reaction energy of −190 ± 21 kJ mol−1 to form C5H6 isomers
along with atomic hydrogen. The distribution maximum of
P(ET) is located at 28 ± 3 kJ mol−1 suggesting a tight exit
transition state leading to C5H6 molecules from the C5H7
intermediate(s).79 An average translational energy of the
products calculated to be 59 ± 6 kJ mol−1 reveals that about
28 ± 3% of the total available energy is deposited into the
product translation degrees of freedom. These findings suggest

indirect reactive scattering dynamics leading to C5H6
isomer(s) via C5H7 intermediate(s).65,80 Furthermore, the
T(θ) displays nonzero intensity over the complete angular
range from 0° to 180° and is forward−backward symmetric
with a maximum at 90° (sideways scattering). This forward−
backward symmetry implies that the lifetime of the C5H7
intermediate is longer than its rotational period(s).81 The
sideways scattering suggests significant geometrical constraints
on the exit transition state with the hydrogen atom eliminated
nearly perpendicular to the rotational plane of the decompos-
ing intermediate and hence almost parallel to the total angular
momentum vector.59,82

4. DISCUSSION
It is always beneficial to merge the experimental results with
electronic structure calculations to elucidate the underlying
reaction mechanism(s) leading to C5H6 formation (Figures
3−6 and Figures S1−S10; Table 2 and Table S1). The doublet
C5H7 potential energy surface (PES) was studied systemati-
cally by methylidyne radical (CH) addition to the C−C double
bonds of 1,2-butadiene reactant via 79 C5H7 intermediates
(i1−i79) and 143 transition states to the hydrogen atom
emission products (C5H6; p1−p17, p20, p21, p25−p30, p36),
CH3 group loss products (C4H4; p19, p23, p32, p35), C2H3
group loss products (C3H4; p18, p33), C3H3 group loss
product (C2H4; p24, p31), and C3H5 group loss products
(C2H2; p22, p34, p37) (Figures 3−6 and Figures S1−S5). The
intermediates and products that were involved in our previous

Figure 1. Laboratory angular distribution (top) and time-of-flight
(TOF) spectra (bottom) recorded at mass-to-charge (m/z) 65
(C5H5

+) from the reaction of the methylidyne radical (CH; C∞v;
X2Π) with 1,2-butadiene (CH2CCHCH3; Cs; X

1A′). The directions
of the CH radical and 1,2-butadiene beams are defined as 0° and 90°,
respectively. The red solid lines represent the best-fit derived from
center-of-mass functions depicted in Figure 2 with black circles
defining the experimental data.
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works on methylidyne radical (CH) plus 1,3-butadiene
reaction are consistent with the current study.44 Note that
some metastable intermediates are not included in the PES
figures. In order to simplify this complicated PES, the latter is
divided into six sections:

(1) Products p5, p14, p16, and p25−p27 produced by CH
radical addition to the terminal and central CC bonds

of 1,2-butadiene via i48, i49, i51, i53, i55, i57, i60, and
i61 (Figure 3).

(2) Products p12, p13, and p17−p22 resulting from the
same initial channels involving intermediates i2, i4, i7,
i9, i16, i17, i22-i29, i36, i39-i43, i48, i49, i51, i53, i55,
i57, i60, i63, and i64 (Figures S1−S2).

(3) Products p12, p17, and p28−p30 originating from
methylidyne addition to the terminal and central CC
bonds of 1,2-butadiene via i23, i28, i29, i42, i48, i50−
i53, i60, and i65−i71 (Figure 4).

(4) Products p1−p3, p9, and p15 produced by CH radical
addition to the central CC bond of 1,2-butadiene
through i3−i6, i14, i32, i51, i53, i73, i75, and i79,
(Figure S3).

(5) Products p4, p6, p7, p11, p16, p33, p36, and p37
stemming from CH radical addition to the central CC
bond of 1,2-butadiene through i3−i5, i10, i14, i30, i37,
i38, i51, i53, i73, i75, i77, and i79 (Figure S4).

(6) Products p22−p24 and p31−p35 originating from CH
radical addition to the terminal and central CC bonds
of 1,2-butadiene through i8, i14, i15, i31, i45, i48, i49,
i51, i53, i55, i57, i60, i63, i65−i67, and i71 (Figure S5).

Figures S6−S10 trace the hydrogen loss in the methylidyne-
1,2-butadiene reaction with hydrogen atom originating from
the methylidyne radical; the CH, CH2, and CH3 groups of 1,2-
butadiene are highlighted in different colors. Considering the
overall reaction energies, cyclopentadiene (p1), trans-1,2,4-
pentatriene (p2), cis-1,2,4-pentatriene (p3), 4-penten-1-yne
(p4), 1-vinylcyclopropene (p5), cis-3-vinyl-cyclopropene (p6),
4-penten-1-yne (p7), 1-penten-3-yne (p8), (Z)-3-penten-1-
yne (p9), 1,2,3-pentatriene (p10), trans-3-vinyl-cyclopropene
(p11), 1-methyl-1,3-cyclobutadiene (p12), 3-methylenecyclo-
butene (p13), cyclopropylacetylene (p14), 3-penten-1-yne
(p15), and 3-ethylidenecyclopropene (p16), bicyclo[2.1.0]-
pent-1(4)-ene (p17), 2-methylenebicyclo[1.1.0]butane (p20),
bicyclo[2.1.0]pent-2-ene (p21), spiro[2.2]pent-1-ene (p25),
1-vinylcyclopropene (p26), ethenylidenecyclopropane (p27),
1-methyl-3-methylenecyclopropene (p28), 1,2-bis-
(methylene)cyclopropane (p29), 2-methyl-1-buten-3-yne

Figure 2. Center-of-mass (CM) translational energy P(ET) and
angular T(θ) flux distributions for the CH + 1,2-butadiene reaction.
The hatched areas define regions of acceptable fits.

Figure 3. Portion of the C5H7 potential energy surface (PES) leading to p5, p14, p16, and p25−p27 via intermediates i48, i49, i51, i53, i55, i57,
i60, and i61.
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(p30), and 4-penten-1-yne (p36) isomers can be formed along
with the atomic hydrogen with computed reaction energies of
−400, −281, −271, −258, −192, −181, −260, −289, −282,
−247, −185, −148, −285, −237, −280, −170, −9, −189,
−205, −116, −201, −202, −196, −211, −280, and −258 kJ
mol−1, respectively, with mean errors within 4 kJ mol−1. The
CH3/C2H3/C3H3/C3H5 loss products p18, p19, p22, p23,
p24, p31, p32, p33, p34, p35, and p37 cannot be detected in
the present experiment. The computed reaction energies for
the formation of 1-vinylcyclopropene (p5), cis-3-vinyl-cyclo-

propene (p6), trans-3-vinyl-cyclopropene (p11), 3-ethyl-
idenecyclopropene (p16), methylenebicyclo[1.1.0]butane
(p20), bicyclo[2.1.0]pent-2-ene (p21), 1-vinylcyclopropene
(p26), ethenylidenecyclopropane (p27), 1-methyl-3-methyl-
enecyclopropene (p28), and 1,2-bis(methylene)cyclopropane
(p29) plus atomic hydrogen range between −211 and −170 kJ
mol−1; these data correlate with our experimentally determined
reaction energy of −190 ± 21 kJ mol−1. The high-energy
isomers1-methyl-1,3-cyclobutadiene (p12), bicyclo[2.1.0]-
pent-1(4)-ene (p17), and spiro[2.2]pent-1-ene (p25)might

Table 2. Statistical Branching Ratios (%) for the Reaction of CH + 1,2-Butadiene at Collision Energy EC of 20.6 kJ mol−1 a

initial intermediate

product i46b i47b i48c i49c i50d i51d i8e i15f i31f i65g

total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
p1 0.7 7.9 0.2 0.2 9.5 9.5 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.0
p2 0.5 6.5 0.1 0.1 7.9 7.9 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
p3 0.5 7.1 0.1 0.1 8.5 8.5 13.2 0.1 0.1 0.0
p4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4
p5 1.7 0.3 1.8 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p7 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5
p8 3.6 0.7 3.8 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.3 7.3 0.0
p9 2.1 29.2 0.3 0.3 35.2 35.2 1.4 0.1 0.1 0.0
p10 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0
p11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
p14 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
p15 2.2 30.6 0.3 0.3 36.9 36.9 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.0
p16 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p18 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p19 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p23 85.3 15.8 90.6 90.6 0.2 0.2 0.0 92.1 92.1 0.0
p24 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 80.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
p25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p26 1.6 0.3 1.7 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
p29 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
p30 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 50.2
p31 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p32 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
p33 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1
p34 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4
p35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 46.4
p36 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
p37 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

aHere, p1−p37 are cyclopentadiene, trans-1,2,4-pentatriene, cis-1,2,4-pentatriene, 4-penten-1-yne, 1-vinylcyclopropene, cis-3-vinylcyclopropene, 4-
penten-1-yne (a conformer of p4), 1-penten-3-yne, (Z)-3-penten-1-yne, 1,2,3-pentatriene, trans-3-vinyl-cyclopropene, 1-methyl-1,3-cyclobutadiene,
3-methylenecyclobutene, cyclopropylacetylene, (E)-3-penten-1-yne, 3-ethylidene-cyclopropene, bicyclo[2.1.0]pent-1(4)-ene, cyclopropane,
cyclobutadiene, 2-methylenebicyclo[1.1.0]butane, bicyclo[2.1.0]pent-2-ene, acetylene with c-CCH2CH2 radical, 1-buten-3-yne, ethylene with
CH2CCH radical, spiro[2.2]pent-1-ene, 1-vinyl-cyclopropene (a conformer of p5), ethenylidenecyclopropane, 1-methyl-3-methylenecyclopropene,
1,2-bis(methylene)cyclopropane, 2-methyl-1-buten-3-yne, ethylene with c-CCHCH2 radical, methylenecyclopropane, allene with CHCH2 radical,
acetylene with CH3CCH2 radical, 1,2,3-butatriene, 4-penten-1-yne (a conformer of p4), and acetylene with CH2CHCH2 radical.

bA metastable
intermediate formed by CH addition to the bare C atom in 1,2-butadiene. cFormed by CH addition to the terminal CC bond in 1,2-butadiene.
dFormed by CH addition to the central CC bond in 1,2-butadiene. eCould be potentially formed by insertion of CH into a C−H in the CH3
group in 1,2-butadiene. fCould be potentially formed by insertion of CH into a C−H in the CH2 group in 1,2-butadiene. gCould be potentially
formed by insertion of CH into a C−H in the CH group in 1,2-butadiene.
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be masked in the low energy portion of the P(ET). However, if
solely formed, the P(ET) values for p12, p17, and p25 would
have a maximum energy cutoff of 169, 30, and 137 kJ mol−1,
respectively, leading to relatively narrow LAD and TOF
spectra. In order to better correlate the experimental and
theoretical results, we focus on the discussion of pathways
(Figures 3 and 4) that lead to the products potentially
observed in experiment. The details of the other reaction
pathways (Figures S1−S5) may be found in Supporting
Information.
4.1. The CH Radical Addition to the Terminal and

Central CC Bonds of 1,2-Butadiene Resulting in
Products p5, p14, p16, and p25−p27 via Intermediates
i48, i49, i51, i53, i55, i57, i60, and i61 (Figure 3). The CH
radical can add barrierlessly to the terminal and central CC
bonds of 1,2-butadiene forming the initial three-member
adducts i48/i49 and i51, respectively. Two conformers of the
1-vinylcyclopropene product (p5 and p26) can be formed via
hydrogen atom emission from the CH3 group in i48 and i49,
respectively, via loose exit transition states lying close to 8 kJ
mol−1 above the separated products. The CHCH3 moiety
rotation in i48 leads to i49 via a moderate barrier of 55 kJ
mol−1 above i48. Intermediate i49 is also connected with i48
via a high barrier of 213 kJ mol−1 above i48 as H shift from the
CH2 moiety to the adjacent CH group in i48; the
decomposition of both isomers leads to the 3-ethylidene-
cyclopropene (p16) product via atomic hydrogen loss from the
CH2 group in i48 and i49. A hydrogen atom migration from
the terminal CH3 group to the adjacent CH moiety of i48 and
i49 results in intermediate i57. Two different conformers of 1-
vinylcyclopropene (p5 and p26) can also be formed via
hydrogen atom emission from the nonterminal CH2 moiety in
i57 via tight exit transition states lying close to 20 kJ mol−1

above the separated products. A 1,4-H migration from the CH3
moiety to the CH group in the three-member ring of i48 leads
to intermediate i60; a similar 1,3-hydrogen atom shift also
interconverts intermediates i51 and i53. The ring opening and
the ring reformation by creation of a C−C bond between the

CH2 groups of i53 (“methylene walk”) results in the three-
member cyclic intermediate i55 accessed via a barrier of 225 kJ
mol−1 above i53; the decomposition of i55 yields cyclo-
propylacetylene (p14) via atomic hydrogen loss from the
terminal CH2 group of i55. The intermediate i60 can also be
generated via a hydrogen migration from the CH group to the
adjacent bare carbon moiety in i55. Both isomers can eliminate
a hydrogen atom from the CH moiety leading to the product
ethenylidenecyclopropane (p27). The 1-vinylcyclopropene
products (p5 and p26) can be produced via atomic hydrogen
emission from the c-CCH2CH2 moiety of i60 via loose exit
transition states lying 6 and 8 kJ mol−1 above the separated
products, respectively. The second three-member ring closures
in i57 and i60 lead to a bicyclic spiran-like intermediate i61;
the decomposition of the latter yields spiro[2.2]pent-1-ene
(p25) via hydrogen atom loss from the CH2 moiety of the c-
CCHCH2 group in i61. In brief, p5 can be formed via
pathways 1 and 2 with a hydrogen loss from the 1,2-butadiene
reactant and via pathway 3 with hydrogen emission possible
from both reactants. Since there are two transition states
between i48 and i49, we use i48 → i49 and i48 → i49 to
denote the conformational change and hydrogen migration
processes, respectively. Product p14 and p27 can be accessed
via pathways 4 and 13, respectively, with the hydrogen atom
loss originating from the CH2 group of the 1,2-butadiene
reactant. Product p16 is produced via pathway 5 with the
atomic hydrogen emission from the CH2 group of 1,2-
butadiene and via pathway 6 with hydrogen atom loss both
from the methylidyne radical reactant and the CH2 group of
1,2-butadiene. Product p25 may be formed through pathway 7
with the hydrogen loss from 1,2-butadiene and via pathway 8
with atomic hydrogen emission from both the radical reactant
and the CH2 group of 1,2-butadiene. Product p26 is reached
via pathways 9−11 with H atom loss from the 1,2-butadiene
reactant and via pathway 12 with the hydrogen loss from both
reactants. Considering the experimentally derived reaction
energy of −190 ± 21 kJ mol−1, the products 1-vinyl-
cyclopropene (p5 and p26), 3-ethylidenecyclopropene

Figure 4. Portion of C5H7 PES leading to p12, p17, and p28−p30 via intermediates i23, i28, i29, i42, i48, i50−i53, i60, and i65−i71.
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(p16), and ethenylidenecyclopropane (p27) with reaction
energies of −192, −202, −170, and −202 kJ mol−1,
respectively, are the most likely reaction products. Considering
significant barriers of over 200 kJ mol−1, the hydrogen shifts
between i48 to i49, i48/i49 to i57, i48 to i60, i53 to i55, and
i55 to i60 are less competitive than the conformational change
i48 → i49; hence, we may rule out the pathways 2−3, 6−8,
10−12, and 13 leading to p5, p16, p25, p26, and p27.
Therefore, p5, p16, and p26 can likely be formed under our
experimental conditions via pathways 1, 5, and 9, respectively.

+ → → +i48 p5CH CH CHCCH H3 2 (1)

+ → [ ] [ ] [ → ]

[ → ] → → +i48 i49

i48 i49 i48 i49

i57 p5

CH CH CHCCH / /

/ H
3 2

(2)

+ → [ ] [ → → ]

→ → +

i48 i51 i53 i55

i60 p5

CH CH CHCCH /

H
3 2

(3)

+ → → → → +i51 i53 i55 p14CH CH CHCCH H3 2
(4)

+ → [ ] [ ] [ → ] →

+

i48 i49 i48 i49 p16CH CH CHCCH / /

H
3 2

(5)

+ → → → +i48 i49 p16CH CH CHCCH H3 2 (6)

+ → [ → ]

[ → → ] [ → ]
[ → → → ] → → +

i48 i49 i57

i48 i49 i57 i48 i60

i51 i53 i55 i60 i61 p25

CH CH CHCCH /

/ /

/ H

3 2

(7)

+ → → → → →

+

i48 i49 i57 i61 p25CH CH CHCCH

H
3 2

(8)

+ → [ ] [ → ] → +i49 i48 i49 p26CH CH CHCCH / H3 2
(9)

+ → → → +i48 i49 p26CH CH CHCCH H3 2 (10)

+ → [ ] [ ] [ → ]

[ → ] → → +i48 i49

i48 i49 i48 i49

i57 p26

CH CH CHCCH / /

/ H
3 2

(11)

+ → [ ] [ → → ]

→ → +

i48 i51 i53 i55

i60 p26

CH CH CHCCH /

H
3 2

(12)

+ → [ → → ]

[ → ] [ → → → ] → +

i51 i53 i55

i48 i60 i51 i53 i55 i60 p27

CH CH CHCCH

/ / H
3 2

(13)

4.2. The CH Radical Addition to the Terminal and
Central CC bonds of 1,2-Butadiene Leading to
Products p12, p17, and p28−p30 via i23, i28, i29, i42,
i48, i50−i53, i60, and i65−i71 (Figure 4). The barrierless
addition of the CH radical to the central CC bond of 1,2-
butadiene leads to adducts i50 and i51. 1-Methyl-3-
methylenecyclopropene (p28) can be formed via atomic
hydrogen emission from the CH moiety of the CHCH3 group
in i50 and i51 via a tight exit transition state lying 16 kJ mol−1

above the separated products. A hydrogen atom migration
from the CH3 group to the nonadjacent CH group in i50 leads

to intermediate i52 via a barrier of 186 kJ mol−1 above i50.
The intermediate i65 can be accessed via H migration between
CH moieties in i50 and i51. The product 1,2-bis(methylene)-
cyclopropane (p29) can be formed via H atom loss from the
CH3 group of i65 via a loose exit transition state lying 8 kJ
mol−1 above the separated products. Alternatively, a ring
opening of intermediates i52, i53, and i60 leads to the acyclic
intermediate i66; the decomposition of i52 and/or i53 yields
1,2-bis(methylene)cyclopropane (p29) via atomic hydrogen
emission from the CH moiety of i52 and/or i53. The C−C
bond formation between two terminal CH2 moieties in i52
forms a four-member ring and produces a bicyclic intermediate
i69. The product bicyclo[2.1.0]pent-1(4)-ene (p17) can be
formed via H atom elimination from the CH group of i69 via a
loose exit transition state lying 2 kJ mol−1 above the separated
products. A hydrogen migration from the CH2 group of
terminal CHCH2 moiety to one of the terminal CH2 groups in
i66 leads to i67, while the ring opening of i65 and a 1,3-
hydrogen shift from CH moiety to the nonadjacent CH2 group
in i66 both lead to i71. The product 2-methyl-1-buten-3-yne
(p30) can be formed via H atom emission from the terminal
CH2C moiety of i71 via a loose exit transition state lying 13 kJ
mol−1 above the separated products. The conformers i67 and
i68 are connected via a low barrier of 22 kJ mol−1 above i67;
the product 2-methyl-1-buten-3-yne (p30) can be accessed via
H atom loss from the nonterminal CH moiety of both
intermediates via tight exit transition states lying 24 and 23 kJ
mol−1 above the separated products, respectively. The C−C
bond formation between the terminal CH and CH2 moieties of
i68 lead to a four-member cyclic intermediate i70 and the
decomposition of i70 yields the product 1-methyl-1,3-cyclo-
butadiene (p12) via atomic hydrogen emission from the CH2
moiety of i70. Here, similar to i29-p19, the transition state for
i70−p12 could be found at the DFT level, but its energy sinks
below the product at CCSD(T)-F12 indicating that the reverse
hydrogen atom addition to methylcyclobutadiene most likely
occurs without barrier. In brief, p12 can be formed via pathway
14 with H atom emission from the CH2 moiety of 1,2-
butadiene or from both CH radical and the CH3 group of 1,2-
butadiene. The products p17 and p28 can be accessed through
pathways 15 and 16, respectively, with hydrogen loss from the
CH group of 1,2-butadiene. The product p29 can be produced
via pathways 17 and 18 with the H atom emission from the
methylidyne radical reactant or the CH3 group of 1,2-
butadiene. The product p30 can be formed via pathway 19
with hydrogen emission from the CH group of 1,2-butadiene;
this product can be also reached via pathways 20 and 21 with
hydrogen atom loss from the CH3 and the CH2 groups of 1,2-
butadiene. Considering the experimentally derived reaction
energy of −190 ± 21 kJ mol−1, the 1-methyl-3-methylenecy-
clopropene (p28) and 1,2-bis(methylene)cyclopropane (p29)
with the reaction energies of −196 and −211 kJ mol−1 are
among likely reaction products. Due to high barriers of 200 kJ
mol−1, the isomerization processes from i50 to i65 and from
i51 to i65, are expected to be somewhat less competitive than
i50 → i52 and i51 → i53, respectively. Therefore, p28 and
p29 can be more likely formed via pathways 16 and 18,
respectively.
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[ → ] → → → → →
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+ → → → → +i50 i52 i69 p17CH CH CHCCH H3 2
(15)
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In summary, considering the experimentally derived reaction
energy of −190 ± 21 kJ mol−1, together with elimination of
isomerization processes with high barriers of over 200 kJ
mol−1, 1-vinyl-cyclopropene conformers (p5 and p26), 3-
ethylidenecyclopropene (p16), 1-methyl-3-methylenecyclopro-
pene (p28), and 1,2-bis(methylene)cyclopropane (p29) along
with atomic hydrogen are likely formed under our
experimental conditions (Figure 5). The product p5 can be
formed via pathway 1; p16 may be reached via pathway 5; p26
can be accessed through pathway 9; p28 may be formed via
pathway 16, whereas p29 can be generated through pathway
18. Note that the pathways 1, 5, and 9 leading to p5, p16, and
p26 are accessed via the barrierless addition of the CH radical
to the terminal CC bond of 1,2-butadiene, whereas
pathways 16 and 18 generating p28 and p29 are reached via
a barrierless addition of the methylidyne radical to the central
CC bond. Recall that the best fit center-of-mass angular

Figure 5. Reduced C5H7 PES leading to p5, p16, p26, p28, and p29. Pathways leading to p5 and p26 are colored in red and blue, respectively.

Figure 6. Computed geometries of the exit transition states leading to p5, p16, p26, p28, and p29. Angles of the departing hydrogen atoms are
given in degrees with respect to the rotation plane of the decomposing complex.
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distribution peaked at 90° (sideways scattering) suggesting
that the dominating decomposition pathway of the C5H7
intermediate involves a hydrogen atom which is ejected
perpendicularly to the rotational plane of the decomposing
complex. The computed geometries of the exit transition states
lead to p5, p16, p26, p28 and p29 connecting the
intermediates to these products via pathways 1, 5, 9, 16, and
18 can account for the sideways scattering (Figure 6). Among
them, the transition states for i48 → p5 and i49 → p26 with
the hydrogen atom ejected at angles of 76.3° and 75.8°, which
are closest to 90°, suggest that p5 and p26 are the most likely
products formed under our experimental conditions via
pathways 1 and 9, respectively, with the hydrogen atom
emission from the methyl group of 1,2-butadiene. Note that
our data suggest a rather tight exit transition state leading to
C5H6 isomer(s). This can be accounted for with the formation
of p26, p28, and p29. Consequently, pathways leading to p5
and p26 fulfill the requirement of a tight exit transition state, a
hydrogen loss perpendicular to the rotation plane of the
decomposing complex, and the experimentally derived reaction
energy. However, considering the low frequency bending
modes of the C−H bond involved in the decomposing
intermediate leading to p28 and p29, these products cannot be
entirely dismissed since these vibrations could average out to a
hydrogen loss perpendicular to the rotation plane of the
decomposing complex.
Finally, we explored the yields of the individual products

p1−p37 using statistical RRKM theory (Table 2) at EC = 20.6
kJ mol−1 within the zero-pressure limit. RRKM predicts, in the
case of the methylidyne radical addition to the terminal CC
double bond of 1,2-butadiene, vinylacetylene (p23) along with
the methyl radical to be the most likely product (90.6%) (see
Figure S5), whereas 1-vinylcyclopropenes (p5 and p26), 1-
penten-3-yne (p8), and 3-ethylidenecyclopropene (p16) are
minor products (<4% each); (Z)-3-penten-1-yne (p9, 35.2%)
and (E)-3-penten-1-yne (p15, 36.9%) are the main products
via methylidyne radical addition to the central C−C double
bond of 1,2-butadiene along with cyclopentadiene (p1), trans-
1,2,4-pentatriene (p2) and cis-1,2,4-pentatriene (p3) being
minor products (<10% each). Entrance channels involving
methylidyne insertions into various C−H bonds in 1,2-
butadiene may results in somewhat different statistical product
distributions (Table 2) but those are expected to be much less
likely than methylidyne addition to the CC double bonds.
The significant difference between our experimental results
under single-collision conditions and RRKM calculations
indicates a non-RRKM behavior of this bimolecular reaction
yielding at least two conformers of 1-vinylcyclopropene (p5
and p26) with a lifetime of the initial addition adducts i48/i49
not long enough to allow energy randomization to occur. A
similar behavior was also revealed in the bimolecular reactions
of the CH radical with 1,3-butadiene.40 Here, the CH radical
added barrierlessly to the CC bond of 1,3-butadiene
eventually leading to the cyclic cis- and trans-3-vinyl-cyclo-
propene conformers (ΔrG = −119 kJ mol−1) with H loss from
the terminal CH2 group of the 1,3-butadiene reactant via exit
transition states lying 5−33 kJ mol−1 above the separated
products. Thus, for both reactions, a dynamically preferable
scenario of methylidyne addition to a double CC followed
by immediate hydrogen atom loss is fulfilled rather than the
statistically favored (multistep) isomerization followed by
fragmentation.

5. CONCLUSION
The crossed molecular beam reactions of the methylidyne
radical (CH; X2Π) with 1,2-butadiene (CH2CCHCH3; X

1A′)
were studied at collision energies of about 21 kJ mol−1.
Combining our experimental data with the doublet C5H7 PES,
the CH radical may add barrierlessly to the carbon−carbon
double bonds of 1,2-butadiene yielding cyclic doublet C5H7
intermediates; these collision complexes are suggested to
undergo nonstatistical, unimolecular decomposition via hydro-
gen atom loss from the 1,2-butadiene reactant yielding the
cyclic 1-vinyl-cyclopropene conformers (p5 and p26; ΔrG =
−192 and −202 kJ mol−1, respectively), 1-methyl-3-methyl-
enecyclopropene (p28; ΔrG = −196 kJ mol−1), and/or 1,2-
bis(methylene)cyclopropane (p29; ΔrG = −211 kJ mol−1); the
overall reaction exoergicity was determined to be −190 ± 21
kJ mol−1. The CH radical addition to the terminal carbon−
carbon double bond of 1,2-butadiene leads to three-member
cyclic C5H7 intermediates i48, and/or i49. The decomposition
of both intermediates results in 1-vinylcyclopropene con-
formers (p5 and p26; ΔrG = −192 and −202 kJ mol−1,
respectively) via hydrogen atom emission from the CH3 group.
The CH radical addition to the central CC bond of 1,2-
butadiene generates three-member cyclic C5H7 intermediates
i50, and/or i51; the decomposition of intermediates i50 and/
or i51 produces 1-methyl-3-methylenecyclopropene (p28; ΔrG
= −196 kJ mol−1) via H loss from the CH group of the 1,2-
butadiene reactant via a tight exit transition state. A hydrogen
atom shift from the methyl group to the nonadjacent
methylidyne group in i50 and i51 may lead to the
intermediates i52 and i53, respectively; the decomposition of
i52 and/or i53 yields 1,2-bis(methylene)cyclopropane (p29;
ΔrG = −211 kJ mol−1) via atomic hydrogen emission from the
CH moiety of 1,2-butadiene reactant. Considering the
barrierless nature of the reaction, these cyclic C5H6 molecule
can be synthesized even in cold regions of the interstellar
medium such as the Taurus Molecular Cloud (TMC-1).
Furthermore, in high-temperature settings such as combustion
flames and circumstellar envelopes of carbon stars, cyclic C5H6
isomers with a three-member ring might easily undergo
hydrogen-assisted isomerization to the cyclopentadiene (c-
C5H6), followed by hydrogen abstraction/loss and ultimately
yielding the cyclopentadienyl radical (c-C5H5), which is
believed to be a key precursor to PAHs and carbonaceous
nanoparticles.33,83
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